
2011 CAPE FRENCH

Unit 2 Paper 02

Section B

Write an essay. in FRENCH, of between 250—300 words on ONE of the following topics.

In this section of Paper 02 (Section B, Questions 3 — 7 (Essays), candidates were required to write an essay of 250-
300 words in FRENCH on one (1) of the five (5) topics taken from Module 2 of the syllabus “La Science et Ia
Technologie” Marks are given for the organization and presentation of ideas, as well as the use of coherent,
grammatically correct language, and a range of vocabulary and idioms. It goes without saying that candidates are
expected to write essays that have a proper introduction and conclusion. Candidates are also expected to present
at least three clear points that are properly developed in their discussion of the essay. The essays are marked out
of 24, with a maximum of 12 marks for Content & Presentation and 12 marks for Correctness of Language.

Question 3 : Discutez les avantages et les inconvénients du commerce éIectronique
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Write or, both sides of th. paper and start each answer on a new page.
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icComnents

Demands of the Question! Expectations
Candidates were expected to

- write a strong introduction and conclusion
- briefly define e-commerce / who participates, how it works...

give examples of e-commerce
state the advantages of c-commerce

• state the disadvantages of c-commerce
give relevant facts and opinions relating to this type of business

Comments and Overall Quality of the Essay

This candidate’s work was outstanding.

This candidate demonstrated mastery of the language and vocabulary and presented well argued views. This was
a balanced essay, giving both sides of the coin. It was well organized, presented relevant facts and opinions and
demonstrated that the candidate had done a fair amount of research on the topic. A few weaknesses, especially in
the grammar, were noted, but the essay was, by far, an excellent production.

The essay began by saying that technology had become an integral part of our daily existence in order to improve
the quality of our lives. It then went on to state that the advantages and disadvantages would be dealt with.

Points mentioned : - c-commerce is practical, is a modern way to shop
- Interesting advertisements on websites promote buying and selling; variety
- c-commerce encourages improvement in our lifestyle
— c-commerce could encourage impulsive buying — too many choices for the

consumers, putting them into financial debt
- limited access for those who are poor! not well-off financially
- gaps between the “haves” and the “have-nots” would be widened
- security problems

nths:

Fairly good introduction and conclusion
excellent vocabulary and idiomatic structures
(ii va sans dire que.,./ certa,ns prdter,dent que,,. /11/out eater que..,/
I’amdIioration dv niveau de (Ia) vie//es donndes personne/les /
ye ban nombre de.,../ tirer mel//cur parti., /Iefossd économique.. /
ayant pesé Ic pour ct/c conrre..,/

Good use of “cc.. que” : “... les personnes pauvres n’or,t que I’accbs I/mite,,,”
Good use of Subjunctive: “Quoique Ic commerce dlectronique puisse encourager...”
Generally correct gender of nouns
Generally accurate spelling of nouns
Generally correct agreements made between subject and verb / nouns and adjectives
Smooth flow of ideas

Examples of kinds of problems and benefits of c-commerce



Maturity of thought

Evidence of preparation : relevant facts and relevant vocabulary

Weaknesses:

A few careless errors were made
- *une *exampfe

Ilfaut noter que Ic commerce électonique puisse *promouvoir les utilisateurs
A comparer..

-

*cette mayen

- oà les donnëes persorinelles *peut al/er..
- les citayennes *inStruitS

- *entres les pays riches ct/es pays *sousdeveloppé

- les technologies *1/mites

- un phénomène *avantageuse

- Confusion: *un ère vs. cette ère


